Abstract: Traditionally, biological times (gestation period, longevity) are proposed to scale to body mass M as M0.25. Although phylogeny-informed statistics have become widespread, it is still sometimes assumed that in datasets comprising a very large number of species, analyses that do not and that do account for phylogeny will yield similar results. Here we show, in a large dataset on gestation period length in eutherian mammals (1214 species from 20 orders), that the allometric scaling exponent is about twice as high using conventional statistics (Ordinary Least Squares OLS, M0.18-0.20) as when using Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares (PGLS, M0.07-0.10), indicating that among closely related taxa, the scaling of gestation is much lower than generally assumed. This matches the well-known absence of scaling among different-sized breeds of domestic animal species, and indicates that changes in M must be more related to changes in development speed rather than development time among closely related species, which has implications for interpreting life history-consequences of insular dwarfism and gigantism. Only when allowing just one species per order (simulated in 100 randomized datasets of n=20 species across 20 orders) is 0.25 included in the scaling exponent confidence interval in both OLS and PGLS. Differences in scaling at different taxonomic levels in comparative datasets may indicate evolutionary trends where successive taxonomic groups compete by fundamental variation in organismal design not directly linked to changes in M. Allometries then do not necessarily represent universal scaling rules, but snapshots of evolutionary time that depend on diversification and extinction events before the picture was taken. It is either by analysing subsets separately, or by using PGLS in large datasets, that the underlying relationships with M can then be unveiled. sometimes assumed that in datasets comprising a very large number of species, analyses that 24 do not and that do account for phylogeny will yield similar results. Here we show, in a large 25 dataset on gestation period length in eutherian mammals (1214 species 
Introduction 45

"Scaling is interesting because, aside from natural selection, it is one of the few laws we 46
really have in biology," said John Gittleman in the New York Times on January 12, 1999. 47 basal node were included in the analysis), but not among more closely related extant species. 97
On the other hand, in a similar scenario, both OLS and PGLS may yield significant results, 98 but with different estimates for the exponent (Fig. 1d) . Such a result again indicates that the 99 assumed relationship systematically changes its pattern, depending on the taxonomic level of 100
analysis. Both such results (Fig. 1cd ) cannot be reconciled with the assumption of a universal 101 physiological pattern, but must lead to hypotheses that link the occurrence or shape of the 102 pattern to taxonomic levels of organisation. 103
104
When simply analysing for the existence of a relationship between two variables -as often 105 done in studies that test for convergence, for example by comparing the magnitude of a 106 morphological or physiological adaptation to an environmental proxy -, a situation as 107 indicated in Fig. 1d is of little relevance. This is because the exact magnitude of the 108 convergent adaptation is not in question, just its existence. Only a situation as indicated in 109 Here, we investigate the scaling pattern of gestation period with body mass in eutherian 116 mammals, providing an example of how analyses that account for the phylogenetic structure 117 of datasets can lead to alternative interpretations of evolutionary trends. Eutherian gestation 118 periods appear as a particularly suited test case for scaling analysed in a phylogenetic context. 119
On the one hand, they are hypothesized to scale to M 0.25 (Western 1979 eutherians with one and more than one offspring per litter (Fig. 2) . 154
We tested the relationship between log-transformed M as the independent, and log-155 transformed gestation period length as the dependent variable, using Ordinary Least Squares 156 (OLS) and Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares (PGLS) in the whole dataset and in 157 taxonomic subsets. Littersize was included as a two-level (litter size = 1 and litter size > 1) 158 cofactor in several analyses. 159
While PGLS was used with Pagel's λ, the character describing the phylogenetic signal (Pagel 160 1999; Revell 2010), fixed at λ=1 for the series of analyses in various randomised data subsets 161 (assuming Brownian motion), we additionally estimated λ using maximum likelihood for the 162 whole dataset and several data subsets (Revell 2010) . λ can vary between 0 (no phylogenetic 163 signal) and 1 (the observed pattern is predicted by the phylogeny; similarity among species 164 scales in proportion to their shared evolutionary time) (Pagel 1999; Freckleton et al. 2002) . 165
To test whether the use of PGLS was adequate, we compared the fit of OLS and PGLS 166 approaches for the complete dataset using their respective model log-likelihoods, as compared 167 by the likelihood ratio test using a chi-square distribution (Pagel 1999 
Results
173
The scaling in the overall dataset differed between OLS and PGLS (Table 1) (Table 1) . In all these cases, the 95%CI for the intercept 193 of the allometric regression equation was smaller in OLS than in PGLS (Table 1) . 194
In order to demonstrate how results in OLS and PGLS differed, we analysed random subsets 195 that allowed only one species per order (100 subsets with 20 species each) and per family 196 (100 subsets with 105 species each), and one dataset each with an increasing number of 197 species allowed per genus (from a maximum of 1 up to a maximum of 15 species per genus). 198
While we are aware that the distinction of these different taxonomic levels implies a 199 (historical) arbitrariness, so that e.g. a 'family' in one order might rather correspond to a 200 'genus' in another order, this approach nevertheless guarantees a successive increase in the 201 number of more closely related species. The results indicate that both the intercept and the 202 scaling exponent differ between OLS and PGLS at the genus level (Fig. 3) ; at this level, the 203 intercept is higher (and has a larger 95% confidence interval) in PGLS, and the scaling 204 exponent in PGLS was about half the magnitude as that in OLS. An exponent of 0.25 was 205 only included at the order level in both OLS and PGLS. In PGLS, allowing a larger number of 206 more closely related species led to an increase of the intercept and a decline of the scaling 207
exponent. 208
In orders with more than 10 species, a similar pattern as in the overall dataset was evident 209 (Table 1) . Either scaling exponents were lower in PGLS than in OLS, or they were similar, 210
and low, at around 0.10. In the three families that had more than 50 species, the Bovidae, 211
Muridae and Sciuridae, the results followed a similar pattern (Table 1) . Generally, results 212 were similar whether λ was fixed or estimated in the PGLS procedure. The only two orders in 213 which λ was not significantly different from zero were the lagomorphs and the perissodactyls, 214 the two taxonomic subsets with the lowest sample sizes (Table 1) . 215 216 Discussion 217
Eutherian gestation periods are a prime example where analyses accounting for the 218 phylogenetic structure of the dataset yield relevantly different results compared to 219 conventional analyses, a fact that in itself cannot be reconciled with a universal scaling 220 pattern. In particular, the results demonstrate that even though a quarter-power scaling of 221 gestation period might be reached in eutherians at the order level, such a scaling cannot be 222 supported at lower taxonomic levels, where gestation period scales at about M 0.1 or lower 223 among closely related extant species. Within closely related taxa, shifts in body mass are thus 224 not associated with the large shifts in gestation period length that one would expect if quarter-225 power scaling was operating, or that one can observe between not so closely related taxa. 226
227
Rather than representing a universal scaling characteristic, the high scaling at high taxonomic 228 levels in OLS appears to be particularly linked to altriciality (or the production of several 229 offspring per litter). Among the precocial species alone, differences in the scaling exponent in 230 OLS and PGLS were slight ( Table 1) 'clock' that is independent of body size and thus metabolic rate; our results suggest that this 254 holds true not only during shorter evolutionary time scales like artificial selection process of 255 domestication, but also during more recent radiation processes within a linage, i.e. at the 256 genus level. Other arguments also suggest that gestation period is to a large degree 257 independent from metabolism. Whereas metabolic scaling is similar in a large eutherian 258 dataset whether analysed without or with accounting for phylogeny (Müller et al. 2012 ), this 259
does not apply to gestation period (Fig. 3) . Whereas metabolic scaling differs between 260 eutherian littersize categories even when controlling for phylogeny (Müller et al. 2012) , no 261 difference in the scaling of gestation period was evident between the two groups in this study 262 (Table 1) Apart from the low scaling of gestation period among closely related species, the general 297 variation at higher taxonomic levels needs to be accounted for; actually, this is reflected in the 298 higher variation of the intercept of the allometric equation in PGLS. Note that the 95% 299 confidence interval for the intercept in the overall dataset is much larger in PGLS than in OLS 300 (Table 1) This concept can also be applied to the present study. One evident difference between equids 327 and ruminants are the shorter gestation periods achieved by ruminants at similar sizes (Zerbeet al. 2012) . Within the artiodactyla, a similar difference in the gestation period length 329 between camelids and giraffids on the one hand -both groups with a low diversity of extant 330 species -and the bovids on the other hand, with their high species diversity and shorter 331 gestation periods, is also striking (Müller et al. 2011 ). Yet why a calf (cattle) attains an 332 apparently similar level of precociality after app. 280 days of gestation as a foal (horse) after 333 app. 340 days, a dromedary (Camelus dromedarius) newborn after app. 390 days, or an okapi 334 (Okapia johnstoni) newborn after app. 440 days remains, to our knowledge, unexplored so 335 far. We only know that these differences cannot be explained by differences in body size. 336
Thus, rather than considering life history parameters such as gestation period as characters 337 subject to static scaling relationships mainly determined by body size, they can also be 338 understood as variables by which different taxonomic lineages may compete for niche space, 339 for example by reducing gestation periods in order to optimally use seasonal habitats (Zerbe 340 et al. 2012) or to reduce generation times (and thereby increase fecundity). The differences in 341 the intercept a in Table 1 between taxonomic groups, and the difference in the scaling 342 between OLS and PGLS suggests that by differing in organismal design (and hence 343 phylogenetic affiliation), animals can achieve variation in the characteristic under 344 investigation (here: gestation period) that they could not achieve by simply varying body size. 345
To investigate the mechanism behind such fundamental differences in organismal design 346 appears a promising area of research that might expand our understanding for the historical 347 succession of radiations of different taxonomic groups competing for shared resources. For 348 example, we might predict that in general, the taxa with the potentially more advanced 349 characteristic -here, the shorter gestation period (at a similar level of development of the 350 offspring) -should be the more diverse, as when comparing bovids against giraffids, 351 camelids, or perissodactyls (note that the latter three groups all once comprised a higher 352 diversity and covered broader body size ranges in the fossil record). 
